GIOVE iCONTROL
Multiroom no limits

GIOVE iCONTROL

GIOVE the multiroom suitable for iPhone and iPad.
Control and handling. Where, in the way, when you want.
GIOVE ICONTROL is

a supervising system that allows to handle the GIOVE VIVALDI multiroom system by means of devices such as Smartphones, PDAs, iPhones,
iPads, etc. by it you can control instantly your GIOVE audio and audio/video multiroom system from everywhere, in the same fast way you turn
on the lights at your home. Reliable and flexible Communication Protocol to get immediate response to each command.

GIOVE ICONTROL why?

Web browser, web interface.. NO thanks! Supervising systems often are not fitting phones, PCs, Smartphones by means of web browser.
Surely an easy solution, but unsafe and slow. Unsafe because only “username” and “password” are enough for entering. Slow because it
implies many passages and the web browser technology enhances displaying at the expense of the connection speed.
For getting the most, both safety and speed, the GIOVE ICONTROL has been developed in specific (native) language. No web servers are
used, only a message between you and your environment.

GIOVE ICONTROL the achievements?

Maximum safety, maximum speed. Each command takes about 0,01 seconds (12 milleseconds) for being executed, 120 times faster than
the time employed by other systems. This creates a reach experience fully satisfying all requirements.

GIOVE ICONTROL suitable for you

Choose freely the device by which controlling your GIOVE multiroom system. Each device you connect, Smartphone, PC, iPad, iPhone or
MAC, can manage everything by means of the same graphic interface.

CONTROL PAGES EXAMPLIFICATIONS FROM I-PHONE

Login page

Home page

Zones selection page

Zone control page

GIOVE ICONTROL
Technical features
Fitting OS :
Apple iOS (iPhone, iPhone 3G, iPhone 3GS, iPod Touch)
Symbian OS, Windows Mobile / CE, Mac OS X
Windows XP / VISTA (Android soon)
Plugs:
Rear: supply, 10/100/1000, USB
Lateral right side: SD CARD

Local source selection page

sources IR commands page

tone and muting page

IR controls page

Environmental requirements:
Supply 5Vdc
Working temperature from 5 to 55°C
Relative humidity from 5 to 95% without condensation
Basic equipment:
GIOVE ICONTROL
Supply 220Vac - 5Vdc
Patch cable network card
Usb pendrive (with manuals and running softwares)
Dimensions 12x3,5x12 cm (LxHxD)
Weight 0,7 Kg

page 1 sources IR controls

page 2 sources IR controls

prioritary page scene

16 scenes entering page

iOS, Windows, Android are legal property of their respective trademarks
* USB and SDCARD plugs are aimed at the system maintenance

RG59 video cable out
Rear CA3MKII

GIOVE ICONTROL features:
- Fitting GIOVE CA20/21 controllers with integrated SCLAN lan port
- Fitting GIOVE CA20/21 controllers without lan port by adding the
VIV EXTLAN external converter
- Easy installation
-Ethernet connection to your own lan net
- Handling of all functions of the Vivaldi audio/video systems
(control for each zone: on/off, volume, source, IR handling, etc.)
- Use of the 50 IR codes acquirable by the GIOVE controllers.
- Possibility to activate all 16 scenes configurable in the GIOVE controller
- Multi-user customizable access
- Possibility to choose activating/disactivating functions according to the user
- Up to 5 control devices which can be used at the same time
- Maximum choice flexibility between all possible control devices
(via lan net and wireless where existing)
- Fitting more than 140 phones of different brands such as Nokia,
Samsung, HTC, Asus, Sony Ericsson and many others
- Fitting all the Apple iPhone and Apple iPod Touch models
- CFitting all the Apple MAC PCs, all PCs provided with Mictrosoft
Windows XP, VISTA, Windows 7
- Maximum safety and maximum speed compared to other web server systems
(120 times speeder than the time employed by other systems)
- Customizable graphic interface (80 iicons available in infinite colour
combinations). For the icons list see on last page
- Low consumption (less then 200 mA - about 50 cents per month)
-Ability to connect from outside (after internal fitting of your network)
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GIOVE ICONTROL system requirements:
- Vivaldi multiroom system based on GIOVE CA20/21 controllers (2.0 firmware release
or succeeding) equipped with integrated lan (SCLAN) or external (VIV EXTLAN converter)
- Pre-existing lan net with at least 3 free RJ45 connections (or HUB/SWITCH with 3 free
connections)
- Access point/Router wi-fi connected to the lan net (for using wireless devices:
Smartphone, iPad, iPhone, etc..)
- PAY ATTENTION: it is not necessary to have a working internet connection
(ADSL, etc..) for activating the GIOVE ICONTROL.
- Existing control devices chosen by user (PC, smartphone etc..)
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iOS, Windows, Android, Nokia, Samsung, HTC, Asus, Sony Ericsson are legal property of their respective trademarks.
TCIR20

Due to our constant effort to pursue the best performance of our products, we reserve the right anytime to appoint technical and aesthetic
changes to our products, WITHOUT PREVIOUS OBLIGATION FOR US.

GIOVE ICONTROL customizable icons:
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